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KITE FISHING SETUP GUIDE

Procedure:

1. Make up components as individual units, dropline, bottle, bait and trace etc. Use snap swivels for
easy attachment.

2. Set up Skymaster and adjust bridle ring until desired angle of attack is achieved. You do this by
loosening the larks head knot and sliding the line through the ring and then tightening the knot
again. Shortening the left-hand bridle line will make the kite tack to the right and vice-versa. Make
small adjustments and fly the kite and keep adjusting until you are satisfied. Let out all the kite line
and remove the line from the reel and attach a snap swivel on the end.

3. Now clip the kite line onto the 3-way swivel, which in turn is attached to the fishing reel, drop line,
bottle and bait. You will now be controlling everything from the reel.

4. Begin to let out line from the fishing reel taking up the slack from the drop line until you can release
the bottle. This is a good time to check that the kite is behaving properly.
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5. Keep letting out line from the reel until the bottle, and bait, is the desired distance from shore, this
is usually 200m - 500m (650ft - 1,650ft).

NOTE: Don't make the drop-line and trace longer than you can back up on land, otherwise you may
not be able to get the fish close enough to gaff. Kite fishing alone is not easy so have a helper at hand.

You can buy a Skymaster online right now at  www.hiflykites.co.za. See you there!
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